Distributed multiple description video coding on packet loss channels.
In this paper, we are to solve the drift problem of multiple description video coding on packet loss channels by using state-of-the-art distributed techniques. We first present an asymptotically optimal code design of multiple descriptions in the Wyner-Ziv (MDWZ) setting. Then we propose a distributed multiple description video coding (DMDVC) scheme, which performs MDWZ coding on each nonintra coded frame. Instead of the prediction loops used in traditional multiple description video coding, Slepian-Wolf based coding is used to exploit interframe correlations. A bitplane extraction scheme is proposed to improve the balance between two descriptions, so that side informations can be interchanged between the side decoders of DMDVC with negligible quality degradation, which is crucial to robust transmission over packet loss channels. Experiment results demonstrate the robustness of our scheme, especially at high packet loss rates.